One of the main problems in high-tech enterprise management is the issue of integrated logistics support of production and service, which is not considered an independent methodological problem by manufacturers. The article describes the baseline architecture of the information system based on the CALS conceptual model (Continuous Acquisition and Lifecycle Support). Research into ILS tasks and reference architecture components made it possible to propose a reference architecture model of the unified ERP II system for integrated logistic support. Two main approaches to developing integrated systems were considered while constructing the information system architecture: mono platform and poly platform. Poly platform systems integration is used as a method of constructing the target architecture of a unified information system for information support life cycle product (with all the necessary improvements). A gap-analysis of the transition from the baseline to the target architecture, reflecting the main stages, is provided. The proposed reference architecture model of an information system represents a possible solution that provides support for solving not only the integrated logistics support problems but also the core tasks of the enterprise: supply chain management, resource planning, customer and supplier relationship management. A reference model of the system architecture was built with due regard to integration tools for information exchange in a single information space between all the subsystems. The proposed model is based on a single service-oriented platform and the Integration Bus which allows connecting systems of different manufacturers. Each system is discussed in detail. The key functions and tasks of each system (general and service ones) are described.
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Manufacturers of sophisticated scientific products are in continuous search for new ways and approaches to cement their positions in the market and to increase their marketability [1, 2]. The CALS (Continuous Acquisition and Lifecycle Support) concept is applied to provide coordinated work of all companies engaged in designing, manufacturing, distribution and operating scientific products. At the same time, no due attention is paid to the ILS industrial problem (Integrated Logistic Support). Existing foreign solutions need serious adaptation to the domestic manufacturing of sophisticated scientific products in regard to both regulatory documents and the application of information technologies to support ILS processes within the framework of an integrated information environment (IIE) [3]. In the course of IT support of ILS problem solution, most of the focus is on an PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) system which manages a product life. And every enterprise develops its own individual approach ([4–7]). It is, however, expensive, inefficient, slow, and rarely reaches expected results. IT support of ILS cannot be a system task to be assigned and solved.

This article suggests a reference architectural model of the uniform information ERP II system for integrated logistic support which helps to avoid the abovementioned shortcomings and to develop and introduce necessary architectural decisions. Such a system aims to shorten resources for scientific product preproduction and manufacturing, to improve the quality of manufacture and post-sale support of products due to the introduction of an integrated automated system based on a single digital space.

According to a systematic approach to enterprise management, the components of an enterprise architecture must be formed, reformed and developed according to their interdependency [8]. One of the most dynamic and demanded segments of information systems in production of high value-added products that requires ILS systems for effective service is information systems supporting the product life cycle which are based on integrated automated information systems [9–10]. At the same time, costs of sophisticated product maintenance exceed purchase costs [11]. Reducing product life cycle costs is one of the goals to be achieved by the introduction of the CALS concept and strategy.

Fig. 1 shows the basic architecture of the information environment of scientific companies according to the CALS conceptual model [11]. IIE forms the basis for CALS. All IIE data are stored as information objects to which a uniform system of guidelines concerning information representation, storage and interchange applies [12]. IIE information processes support the product at all its life stages.

The basic architecture includes five key interintegrated blocks which constitute the uniform information space of a company.

Such an architecture based on the CALS conceptual model mirrors its invariant concepts which can be divided into two groups [11]: the key CALS principles and the basic CALS technologies. The latter ones are implemented by multifunctional working groups comprising experts from different fields [11]. The regulatory framework for developments consists of international and national standards [13–15] regulating various aspects of CALS technologies.
Economy and management of the enterprise

A complex mix of administrative processes and procedures to reduce costs at the post-production stages of the product life cycle (sometimes referred to as ‘ownership costs’ [16]) are united by the concept of ILS. This is one of the CALS basis invariant concepts. No information system can be associated with CALS until an ILS component is implemented in it to a certain extent. On the other hand, the process content and ILS problem composition are essentially independent of the subject area.

The analysis of normative documents ([17—21]) helped to identify the main problem related to integrated logistic support and to formulate primary tasks aimed to solve it. The ILS of a sophisticated scientific product involves the implementation of four basic processes [11]:

- product LSA (Logistic Support Analysis) at all stages of the product life cycle;
- product MRP (Maintenance and Repair Planning);
- product ISSPP (Integrated Supply Support Procedures Planning) at the design stage, later detailed in the course of the manufacturing and use of the product;
- providing personnel with Electronic Maintenance Documentation (EMD) and Electronic Repair Documentation (ERD) for the product at the design stage and in the course of manufacturing particular copies (sets) of the product.

The combined impact of the introduction of CALS technologies depends largely on the level of the integration of business processes and automated subsystems supporting them. The consolidated positive effect of employing information systems at every stage of the product life cycle can be reached by integrating business processes [22—23] applications and data within the product uniform information space.

In such a way, an integrated system of life information support for high value-added products must cover the following interacting basic components:

- exchange of information with the design departments that develop product Engineering Documentation (ED) at the level of data and processes (accepting, transferring, updating electronic ED);
- centralized / single pre-production engineering;
- management of the designing, manufacturing and application of hardware;
- pre-production engineering in assembling shops;
- management of product assembly processes with the prevalence of manual operations (including interaction with copartners, raw material and equipment suppliers);
- monitoring of the design, engineering, manufacturing processes and product operation;
- performing logistic analysis (calculating ILS efficiency indices, ILS designing, determining resource requirements, etc.);
- support of problem solving at every level of product Material and Technical Support (MTS) and product Maintenance and Servicing (MS) (schedule control, the calculation of the optimum amount of spares in store, repair team management, MS events planning, etc.);
- support of tasks for effective and integrated with the above tasks functioning of the supply chain.

When developing a reference model, it is necessary to consider that the information system must provide solutions to the following tasks:

1) in regard to logistic and financial analysis:
- strategy development, planning and control of the logistic analysis process;
- strategy development, scenario simulation of the product life cycle from a cost perspective in different currencies;
- design analysis of the product at its developing stage to formulate recommendations for the provision/improvement of reliability, maintainability, technical readiness, operational processability, and the supportability index;
- development and analysis of product Technical Maintenance System (TMS) variants to provide specified requirements related to the product life cycle, readiness and supportability;
- analysis of interaction of the product and TMS to determine the combination to ensure its supportability requirements;
- control of the product supportability index during its use and the determination of factors having a negative influence on this index;

2) in regard to maintenance and repair:
- provision of the specified level of the product readiness during its use;
- management of the maintenance and repair of sophisticated products with an allowance for their actual condition;
- maintenance and repair works period, composition and content control;
- provision of operation and resource planning for the maintenance of the whole product and its parts;
- control over work completion for all kinds of maintenance;
requesting all services for the whole product and its parts;
— getting reference information on the period, composition, duration and intensity of works, on the performer, and necessary spares, materials, and equipment for all services;

3) in regard to operation management:
— monitoring of the technical condition and operational readiness of the equipment;
— storing of information on all the equipment in use: its structure, technical data, warranty and service contracts, operational documentation;
— maintenance and repair works scheduling, schedule and results recording;
— maintaining inventory of spare parts, consumables, and other materials necessary for equipment operation;
— planning and control of material purchases for equipment operation;
— electronic equipment logging;
— circulation of electronic documents accompanying the product’s use;
— taking account of the level of expertise and availability of service personnel;

4) in the development and application of Interactive Electronic Technical Manuals (IETM):
— providing users with reference material on the product design and functions;
— training personnel to perform in conformity with operating, servicing and repairing regulations;
— providing users with reference material necessary for the product operation, maintenance and repair;
— providing users with information on the product operational techniques, on necessary tools and materials, on personnel quantity and qualification;
— equipment diagnostics and troubleshooting;
— preparation and filling of automated materials and parts orders;
— maintenance scheduling and reporting;
— consumer/supplier data exchange.

Let us specify the scenario of the continuous information support of the product life cycle. There are two known approaches to forming the uniform information space of the product life: applying a set of automated systems (CAD, PDM, ERP, CAPP, MES) by the same maker (mono-platform solution); integrating subsystems by different makers (poly-platform solution) [24]. Choosing one or the other approach depends on a series of parameters: economic and time indices, operational/technological indices, indices of functionality, production process compliance, business process compliance.

Another possible scenario of establishing the continuous information support system of the product life cycle can involve integration (including necessary improvements) of poly-platform systems [12]. A mandatory requirement is the compliance of integration tools and the system as a whole with automated system requirements according to regulatory and production documents. The practicability of developing an integrated poly-platform system for the information support of the product life cycle of the high value-added product can be specified by the following factors:
— high cost and a long period of adapting foreign systems to the domestic specificity;
— availability of know-how in the field of integrating information systems and data in automated control systems;
— availability automated subsystems tailored to domestic manufacturing processes;
— availability of know-how in the world and domestic practice of business process integration, applications and data.

In view of the above, it is a model of the poly-platform integrated system of the continuous information support of the product life cycle that was chosen to develop a reference model of the information system for integrated service support.

A management information system provided the basis for the interaction of the structural components of the ILS system. Its key rule is that the information occurring at any stage of the product life cycle is stored and becomes available for all participants in accordance with their rights (levels) to information access. Fig. 2 shows the structure chart of a management information system.

The diagram shows both the manufacturer of sophisticated scientific products and the consumer. The manufacturer has the product regulatory and reference information obtained during the development, manufacturing and complex logistic analysis of the product. The consumer is provided with interactive electronic technical manuals and product reference data in electronic form. Also, the consumer makes and transfers scenarios of the product’s use, provides electronic data exchange between their service and MTS systems and the manufacturer’s management information system.
During the product’s use, its operation profile is monitored by both the manufacturer (forecast data) and the consumer (actual data). These data are consolidated in the management information system and are instrumental in creating the product’s electronic passport. Also, information on the current condition of the product is used by the manufacturer to adjust and to perform maintenance as well as to organize the MTS schedule to support MS events.

The scheduling of maintenance events and just-in-time purchasing of spare parts are done on the basis of MTS and ISSPP plans which consolidate actual and forecast data of the product use. The integration of automated Enterprise Resource Planning and Material Requirements Planning (ERP/MRP) information systems and systems of service management (supply, service, repair, utilization, information support, etc.) provides the pass-through optimization of material flows and resources at all stages of the product life cycle.

In response to ILS challenges and the above diagram, we propose the following reference model (target architecture) of an ILS information system (Fig. 3).

The complex of the systems presented in Fig. 3 suggests a uniform integration platform implementing the strategy of the uniform integrated system that combines technology and software.

The uniform platform allows applying the single sign-on technology which provides the user with the possibility to leave one system and enter another without reauthentication. The single sign-on technology makes it possible to reduce time spent re-entering passwords for the same account and to cut IT service costs due to a decrease in password reset requests.

An integral part of the uniform platform is the integration bus which provides an integration universal interface to systems on the integration platform if, for example, these systems are issued by different manufacturers (Oracle, SAP, 1C, Siemens, etc.). The core of the integration bus is the Integration Engine that performs typical functions of the message broker, including message conversion, routing, publication and subscription tools. The most important advantages of the integration bus are:

- flexible integration of the company’s IT landscape;
The following integration principles should be applied to create an information bus architecture [25–26]: a single access point for information exchange of all systems, all interfaces of data exchange are based on the same integration platform, seamless integration, a uniform interface model (all interaction interfaces are in XML format).

The integration bus architecture shown in Fig. 4 consists of three blocks:

1) integration repository with a description of data exchange interfaces, with routing rules, data models, and their transformation;

- reduction of costs associated with the introduction of new systems as a result of keeping contributions to existing systems;
- a single center of information on systems, components and intercomponent processes of the enterprise;
- centralized monitoring of intersystem processes.

Fig. 3. Reference model (target architecture) of the integrated ILS system

Fig. 4. Integration bus architecture
2) integration module that performs central monitoring of data exchange and provides integration and XML interaction;

3) the third block refers to the examples of the systems involved in data exchange.

Systems to be integrated within the proposed architecture of the ILS system (Fig. 3) are divided into 4 blocks: MES (Manufacturing Execution System), ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), SCM (Supply Chain Management), auxiliary systems beyond ERP functions.

A MES system supporting production process must be included in the uniform integrated environment, as it is one of the key suppliers of raw information about the product. MES system information is primarily used by an ERP system to solve, for example, tasks of logistic analysis, MS planning, MTS planning and support, accounting and taxation, enterprise key asset management, etc. In the proposed architecture, the ERP system mainly performs accounting and administrative functions.

Logistics control is an individual SCM system that comprises the following modules:
- warehouse logistics management;
- transport logistics management;
- supply planning;
- logistics chain planning;
- uniform information portal for all the participants of the supplying process.

The salient feature of the implementation of an SCM system within the envisioned general architecture of the ILS system is its orientation to product maintenance. Such a system aims to support service operations of sophisticated technical products, namely Service Chain Management. To ensure efficient service, an SCM system must meet the four key challenges:
- minimization of client waiting time;
- minimization of resource idling;
- maximization of personnel efficiency and other resources;
- maximization of client satisfaction.

According to the above problems, it is possible to specify the place occupied by SCM in the IIE architecture (Fig. 5). SCM closes gaps in the functionality of the given systems, ensuring their combination in the ILS context. Human resource management systems are also stipulated in the IIS architecture.

The human resource management system in the proposed architecture provides a solution of general problems of HR management: working time recording, HR recordkeeping, HR administrating, organizational structure management, payroll accounting, etc. In order to solve ILS problems, an HCM system should be integrated with an MRS system (resource planning) which provides an extension of the basic functional to cover specific ILS problems.

The MRS (Multi Resource Scheduling) system meets the key business requirements and aids to increase the enterprise’s profitability by optimizing the processes of HR planning intended for rendering service in service centers and for performance on site.

The integrated information system architecture also includes a system of customer relationship management (CRM). The current process of decision making, purchasing and operation of a scientific product in the B2B market can be conditionally divided into the following stages:

1. Customer’s realizing and stating the problem that the product can help to solve.
2. Generating different solutions to the problem, including ones that imply using the product.
3. Analysis of different ways the product can be purchased (according to the financial, logistical, geographical and other features of the business). Choosing and purchasing the optimum alternative.
4. The product’s delivery, presale preparation, commissioning, incorporation into the existing technological system, test operation.
5. Working operation, maintenance and reconditioning repair of the product during its lifetime.
6. The product improvement and modernization.
7. The product utilization.
Strong and well-established relations with suppliers are essential for good maintenance service. To that end, the IIE architecture stipulates a Supplier Relationship Management (SRM) system which can work in integration with any solutions of Supply Chain Management (SCM), Product Life Management (PLM) or Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) with no regard for the suppliers of the given systems. This can be achieved through the integration bus which incorporates the system into the common integration platform.

Operating business processes of designing, manufacturing and integrated servicing of a sophisticated scientific product in a clearly defined and mutually supportive way is impossible without a system that allows storing and managing data related to a product throughout its life cycle in a centralized manner. For this purpose, the architecture stipulates a system supporting a Product Lifecycle Management [27] strategy. A PLM system coordinates the enterprise activities, connects CRM and SCM systems, provides management of the life cycle of the product at all stages of its lifetime, from the moment of its conception till its utilization (Fig. 6).

The suggested IIE architecture model also includes a BI class system to generate and present analytical business reports that employs OLAP data processing technology.

An important stage in developing a reference model of scientific enterprise architecture is gap analysis that is instrumental in specifying the key steps and necessary changes in the target architecture. This stage discovers mismatches and consolidates business requirements, technological needs, data and application requirements.

That is obviously impossible to instantaneously replace the base architecture with the target one. This is because a simultaneous launch of all the enterprise systems in the target architecture into productive operation can involve the following risks:
- integrated information system cannot operate for technical reasons (server capacity, connection stability);
- integrated information system cannot operate for organization reasons (a level of consumer competence, significant changes in work with counterparties);
- significant extension of IIE commissioning periods due to prolonged testing (functional, integration) and training stages.

To shift to the target architecture, it is necessary to overcome the following gaps among functional structure components:
- SCM logistics;
- organizing supply chains;
- warehouse logistics;
- shipping logistics;
- centralized product data management;
- management of relationships with counterparts;
- with suppliers;
- with customers;
- comprehensive enterprise resource planning;
- HR management;
- Electronic Document Circulation (EDC) system;
- business reporting;
- budgeting and consolidation.

In connection with this we suggest staging transition from the basic architecture to the target one.

At the first stage, it is reasonable to move from Product Data Management (PDM) to a Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) strategy which aims at more efficient support for the complete
life cycle of the product by providing team developments throughout the whole product lifetime in partner networks, technologies of product development support and production process improvement as well as innovation approaches at all stages.

The second stage involves activating the SCM block that includes the functionality of supply chain management as well as warehouse and shipping logistics management. The execution of this stage allows arranging the basic logistic processes of the enterprise as a whole and in the sphere of the logistic support of maintenance service.

The third stage solves problems of information support of CRM and SRM systems, performs the migration of relevant key data (debtor and creditor basic records, etc.) from an ERP system by means of integration bus tools. The planning module is considered as an individual system (replenishment planning, scheduling for repair teams, service parts planning, transportation planning). Basic data for planning enter the system through the integration bus.

At the fourth stage, it is expedient to unfold a budgeting and consolidation system, including business reporting, because a significant extension of the composition of co-functioning information systems implies the availability of real data volume which can be a reporting base. The commissioning of a reporting system at this stage makes it possibly to accurately calculate volumes of data samples and estimate the required technical capabilities of hardware.

The final stage involves launching such auxiliary systems as HR centralized management and electronic document circulation. This allows embracing all forms and documents used by the enterprise and catering for the specifics of paperwork and sharing documents with counterparts. The introduction of an HR management system at this stage helps to reach all positions and recruitment needs, to ensure their effective planning, factoring in the business processes which were already established on the created system landscape.

The proposed reference model of information system architecture provides support for the solution to both ILS problems and general problems of a production enterprise. Also, this model represents the only way to provide integration of key systems and technologies used throughout the product life cycle and to establish control over product development and fixed asset management. The suggested information system architecture is based on a uniform service platform and an integration bus for a seamless connection of different systems. The reference system architecture model is designed with provisions made for information exchange integration tools in the uniform space among all the subsystems. The outlines of applied research on the discussed issues were reflected in the GOSTs of ILS in Russia as well as in foreign ISO standards. The subject is sure to be developed further due to the economic benefits associated with the implementation of the reference architecture model.
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